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Notice & take down of unlawful data or content - Onemeeting.com B.V. 

Onemeeting.com B.V. is committed to help protect the (intellectual property) rights of the 
entitled parties and to create a secure and pleasant platform. There is no place on 
Onemeeting.com for illegal, offensive, unsuitable, infringing, or other unlawful data and 
content. For this reason Onemeeting.com B.V. has developed this “notice & take down 
procedure”. 

The rules for data or content on Onemeeting.com 

Onemeeting.com B.V. has recorded a number of important rules for the users of the 
platform for the protection of the (intellectual property) rights of the entitled parties and 
for the creation of a secure and pleasant platform. The users are inter alia not permitted:  

 to place data, images, videos, or other content on the platform, or to make statements 
via the platform, which can be contrary to legislation and regulations, accepted moral 
principles, decency, or that can otherwise be illegal, offensive, unsuitable, or unlawful; 

 to act defamatorily or unlawfully vis-à-vis anyone while making use of or via the 
platform; 

 to breach the (intellectual property) rights of the entitled parties, or to damage the 
rights of anyone in another manner while making use of or via the platform. 

Reporting unlawful data or content 

Have you noticed unlawful data or content that are placed on Onemeeting.com contrary to the rules set 
out above? In that case Onemeeting.com B.V. would appreciate being informed of this as soon as 
possible, so that it can - as soon as possible - take action. You can report such unlawful data or content to 
us via: welkom@onemeeting.com.  

As soon as you send a report, Onemeeting.com B.V. assumes:  

 that you are in good faith of the opinion that the data or content is contrary to the rules set out 
above; 

 that the information in your report and statement is true and correct; 
 that you give a detailed explanation of why and which data or contents is allegedly unlawful; 
 that you are not misusing the “notice & take down procedure” of Onemeeting.com B.V. 

Onemeeting.com B.V. retains the right, in the event of misuse or use in bad faith of this notice & take 
down procedure, to take legal steps against you, also including – but not exclusively – to claim 
compensation.   

What will Onemeeting.com B.V. do with your report?   

After receipt of a complete and correct report, Onemeeting.com B.V. will in principle promptly remove 
the unlawful data or content concerned, always provided that Onemeeting.com B.V.: 

 has been able to establish the unlawful or infringing nature of the data or content concerned, or:  
 if it has legitimate reasons to assume that the data or content is unlawful or infringing. 

If there is cause for this - which will be at the discretion of Onemeeting.com B.V. - Onemeeting.com can 
temporarily remove the data or content concerned from Onemeeting.com, or to keep it otherwise 
unavailable for the users of the platform in order to (further) investigate your report. For example, in the 
event that on the basis of your report, we cannot immediately establish the unlawful or infringing nature 
of the data or content.  

Onemeeting.com B.V. will immediately follow court orders for the removal of the data or content. 


